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• Data reprocessed for hurricane seasons 2006-2016 (except 2007)
  – Recalibrated Tb’s
  – Changes in surface emissivity model for winds and sst (<15C)
  – Rain estimation from channel variance
  – Change in atmospheric model for Ta<5
• Winter data still work in progress
  – Correction for t5-Ta>5C
• Sonde data reprocessed since 2006
  – Utilizing NHC WL150 conversion to surface winds
• For data access email Zorana or Paul
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• Satellite observations of extratropical cyclone
  – QuikSCAT: KNMI, JPL and RSS
  – ASCAT-A: KNMI, NOAA and RSS
  – SMAP JPL and RSS
  – RSS Radiometer wind products: SSMIF16, SSMIf17, WindSat, AMSR-E, GMI, AMSR-2
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SMAP Winds Within Extratropical Cyclones
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Summary

• Difference in surface composites within extratropical cyclone can be attributed to different retrieval algorithm schemes, different gmf, different background filed used for nudging, different quality control scheme
  – RSS Scatterometer products when compared to other scatterometer products are producing stronger and specially larger wind fields on average in both North Atlantic and North Pacific storms
  – Two products from SMAP measurements produce highest winds within mature extratropical cyclones than any other wind product that we have so far
• Development of high wind model function while talking into account sfmr and sonde data as a reference has to take into account aerial distribution of high wind speeds as well